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On Friday the 5th of November at 4pm MAF Biosecurity New Zealand (MAF) received a call from
Plant and Food Research informing MAF they had a suspect positive result for the bacterial
kiwifruit vine disease, Pseudomonas syringae pv actinidiae (Psa). The sample came from an
orchard in the heart of New Zealand’s kiwifruit growing region.
Within hours MAF, Zespri, Plant and Food and NZKGI had agreed to work together to manage
the response to this disease and, six weeks on, this collaboration holds strong. We collectively
know a whole lot more about the situation within New Zealand and also are now keenly aware of
how much we still do not know about this disease, and how much data still requires analysis.
A wide range of technical experts have worked to unravel the complexities of this incursion –
some of these are traditional Plant Protection practitioners but many more are not. It has been
extremely satisfying to see so many technical people work together. Aside from the Zespri, Plant
and Food and MAF leaders, comms teams, logistics teams, scientists, diagnosticians and
investigators we have had significant involvement from AsureQuality who have run operations in
the field, kiwifruit growers, packhouses, the Bay of Plenty Regional Council, beekeepers, spray
contractors, pollen producers, New Zealand’s retired bacteriology ranks, Landcare Research,
Massey University, the EpiCentre, NIWA and many others.
Leadership and research has played a big part in this response and will be instrumental in the
ongoing management of this disease in New Zealand. The leadership shown within the kiwifruit
industry is inspiring. Research has underpinned the response from the very start. B3 and Plant &
Food Research had the foresight to fund the development of New Zealand specific primers for
the diagnosis of Psa on kiwifruit in New Zealand (published earlier this year), which had already
been tested by MAF to enable rapid incursion diagnostics. Surveillance, field investigation,
tracing and analysis expertise has been fundamental in describing the distribution and
epidemiology of the outbreak in New Zealand and organism management and movement control
expertise enabled the development of protocols for all aspects of orchard and disease
management.
Much of what we have used has come from the overseas experience of what worked and what
didn’t. Also of great value was the ability to access historic cultures both at Plant & Food and the
Landcare mycology collection dating back to the 1970’s; and the historic pollen libraries from the
Kiwifruit Pollen Producers.
The kiwifruit industry is a major and growing contributor to New Zealand’s export markets. The
leadership, strength, cohesion and resiliency of this industry stood out as remarkable and I have
no doubt that they will come out of this outbreak looking stronger than ever before.
I am not a kiwifruit grower, or a member of the wider industry, however it is impossible not to be
moved by meeting those who have been personally affected by this disease and overwhelmed by
the support their fellow growers, industry bodies and the wider region have given them.
The reality is there is a long way to go until we fully understand what Psa means for New
Zealand and what the long-term effects may be for the industry. As the rest of the country winds
down for the summer break there will be no slow down in the amount of work still to be
completed for this response. I give my thanks to all those who will be working over their break to
assist.
Have a happy and safe summer break.
– Karyn Froud, President
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New Zealand Plant Protection Society Conference 2011
New Zealand Plant
Protection Society
Symposium 2011
This year’s pre-conference symposium is
entitled “Utilising plant defence for pest
control” and will occur on Monday the 8th
August in Rotorua
 Call for papers 
Plant defence is an essential tool for helping to
control pests but there are many challenges to
using it to its full potential. This symposium will
look at ways in which plant defence can be used
and the challenges around using it. Below is a
list of possible topics but all topics will be
considered:
 Plant defence mechanisms
 Plant defence using symbiotic organisms
 Boosting immunity in plants to suppress
nematodes and diseases
 Plant-plant interactions to control weeds,
e.g. competition, allelopathy
 Cost and benefits associated with using
plant defence
 Genetic modification and plant defence
 Selecting for resistance
 Case studies
Abstracts for the symposium must be submitted
to the NZPPS editor (editor@nzpps.org) by 15
February, 2011. Accepted papers will be
published in a Symposium Proceedings.

near the geothermal attraction of Te Puia and
the native Redwood forest.
Accommodation
The venue has 133 accommodation rooms on
site and the standard room rental is $115.00
incl. GST per room per night based on single or
twin share. To book phone 0800 654 789 or
online at http://www.distinctionrotorua.co.nz/
In addition to the conference venue Rotorua has
a large range of accommodation options,
including backpackers, bed & breakfasts, motels
and hotels. Many of these are within easy
walking distance of the conference venue. For
more information and booking details see:
http://www.rotoruanz.com/accommodation/
There are plenty of attractions in Rotorua for
both the sedate visitor and the adventurer!

The Rotorua museum

Suitable offered papers may be allocated to a
session in the NZ Plant Protection Conference,
which follows the Symposium.
For further information contact Alison Popay:
alison.popay@agresearch.co.nz

Conference 2011
This year’s conference will be held during
9th11th August 2011. The conference and
symposium will be held at the Distinction
Rotorua Hotel & Conference Centre (4 star).
This venue caters for up to 500 guests with the
largest hotel based conference centre in
Rotorua. Distinction Hotel is located

New Zealand Plant Protection Society Inc. www.nzpps.org.nz

Rafting the Kaituna River
Photos courtesy of Roy Tennant
(http://roytennant.com)
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From the Editor –
Dec 2010
As many of you know, I have taken on a Senior
Scientist/Team
Leader
position
with
AgResearch’s Biocontrol and Biosecurity
Section. The position is not full-time (0.8 FTE)
so that I can still continue as the NZPP editor.
This change will create some challenges but I
am not envisaging them to be major as I have
effectively been working this amount of time
outside my NZPP editor role for the past 5-6
years anyway. The main issue will be emails – I
DO NOT WANT NZPP ABSTRACTS, PAPERS
OR CORRESPONDENCE SENT TO MY
AGRESEARCH EMAIL ADDRESS. It is
particularly important for AgResearch staff (but
the rest of you should do it as well) to set up an
email address called “NZPP Editor” – that is set
as
editor@nzpps.org.
This
email
is
AUTOMATICALLY directed to my home email –
so you don’t need to send it twice!! Also please
remember to use the assigned paper number in
all correspondence – it is really helpful if this is
in the “Subject” line of the email.
The website editor, John Kean, and I are also
planning to trial online abstract submission via
the NZPPS website. This means your abstract
will be automatically logged and given a
number, and then you will receive a response to
say it has been received. John and I used this
system for the 17th Australasian Weeds
Conference and it seemed to work quite well.
So watch out for an email that will give details of
how to submit your abstract before 15 February
2011. At this stage you will still get advice about
your referee directly from me, and your paper
will be directly submitted to both the referee and
me. Please remember that – unless the abstract
does not fit within the scope of the journal – a
full paper is expected for oral presentations and
this should be submitted by 15th April (or 15th
May if you have requested the later date). Don’t
wait until you have been notified about your
referee before you start preparing the paper.
So how did 2010 go? Well, the highlight was
undoubtedly the new layout of the Journal.
There has been lots of really positive feedback
and I think The Caxton Press has been a major
factor in this success. They were involved in the
layout of the papers (Janice Page) and the
cover design (Sue Elliott). In addition, the inside
pages have a special laminate – so even the
“feel” of the journal is quite different from
previous years. I would like to make a special
mention of Toni Withers, whose determination
New Zealand Plant Protection Society Inc. www.nzpps.org.nz

has certainly made this long-held vision come to
a reality, as well as Ian Popay and Hayley
Ridgway who have offered great suggestions
along the way. The intention is to change the
small pictures on the cover each year. We
would like to keep the three boxes representing
the major disciplines of the Society (i.e. weeds,
invertebrate pests and diseases) – or to look at
it another way – a decreasing scale from macro
to micro! Submissions of candidate photos for
the cover spots can be made on or before 15
February
2011
directly
to
me
(editor@nzpps.org).
This year had the lowest number of papers
submitted (n=59) and published (n=42) for at
least 15 years – actually somewhat of a relief for
me after the very high numbers of the previous
2 years. The rejection rate (n=4) was the
second highest since I have been editor, and
this was somewhat disappointing. Once again I
wish to emphasise that student papers need
significant co-author input to help them reach
the required standard. The pdf files have been
loaded on the website and the three relatively
minor changes made post-publication are
indicated elsewhere in the newsletter.
I would like to remind everyone that New
Zealand Plant Protection is considered a journal
– not a conference proceedings. Technically a
proceedings describes what happened at a
conference. Thus, since New Zealand Plant
Protection is published before the conference,
the written paper is the driving influence not the
presentation. In addition, because New Zealand
Plant Protection now accepts papers longer
than 4 pages (there is no page limit), it is
physically not possible to present all of the
information in the written paper during the oral
presentation. The paper and the presentation
are therefore separate outputs and often contain
different information. It is really helpful to us all if
you cite it correctly (no dates or place of the
conference) and refer to it properly in
conversation.
I would like to thank the committee for the great
support I have had this year as well as all of the
referees for their timely and impartial
evaluations. Lastly – but certainly not least –
thanks to my amazing family who now asks me
how many papers there are and creates a
running list to cross each one off as it is
completed – knowing that when it is down to
zero I will be much more approachable!

 Sue Zydenbos
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Focus on Your Figure(s)!!!
No – this is not an advertorial for a diet
programme! This is an advance warning that my
next goal for the journal is to improve the overall
standard of the Figures that are published.
Because there is extreme pressure on getting
final versions of papers submitted to meet the
tight publication deadlines, one area that is
often compromised is Figures. At a recent
meeting the Executive Committee discussed the
idea of authors being charged the cost of a
graphic designer’s time to prepare Figures if
they are not submitted to an acceptable
standard. The most common mistake is to paste
graphs into Word and then try to add
information to the plots. These do not transfer
well into the Printer’s software and is a common
place for mistakes to be found in the proofs.
You must submit your figures as separate files
in common graphics formats, such as .tif, .png,
.jpg, etc. Please carefully read and follow the
instructions for authors on the website. If you
have any good tips on how to prepare Figures
from common software packages such as Excel,
then please share them so they can be used by
all authors. I am very open to any suggestions
on how to improve the standard of the Figures.
You will be given a warning if the Figures in the
initial submitted version are not up to the
required standard, so allow yourself plenty of
time to get the revisions done.

 Sue Zydenbos

Once again, our hit rate has increased, but total
pdf downloads are down slightly compared with
last year.
Period
Total Hits
Average Hits per Day
Total pdf hits

Jul08-Jun09
382738
1049
80442

Jul09-Jun10
517700
1418
78657

The search phrases leading people to our site
continue to surprise, especially the worrying
recurrence of “gorse sex” for the third year in a
row.
Most unexpected
search phrases
leading to NZPPS
site

1

tractor cab air conditioner

2

cat food journal

3

parole releases

4

www.boob tube sex.com

5

gorse sex

This year I implemented a new method of
counting pdf downloads that much more
effectively discounts automated “web-bots”. This
means that the “most downloaded pdf” award is
now more accurate, as mostly only real people
are counted. The top two papers were both on
the topic of electronic identification, of weeds
and nematodes, respectively. Congratulations to
Trevor James and co-authors for their top-dog
paper, which was downloaded 230 times!
James et al (2004) "A Lucid™ key for common
weeds of New Zealand"

 John Kean

NZPPS WEBSITE
REPORT:
AUGUST 2010
The main change in the website this year has
been the addition of downloadable pdfs for
NZPPS symposium books that are greater than
2 years old. So far, four books are available:
“Pesticide
Resistance:
Prevention
and
Management Strategies 2005”; “Managing
Wilding Conifers in New Zealand: Present and
Future”; “Defending the Green Oasis: New
Zealand Biosecurity and Science”; and “Plant
Protection Challenges in Organic Production”.
“Future Challenges in Crop Protection” and
“Surveillance for Biosecurity” will be coming
soon.
Check
them
all
out
at
http://nzpps.org/books.
New Zealand Plant Protection Society Inc. www.nzpps.org.nz

Errata
Changes may be made to papers and poster
abstracts published in the hard copy of New
Zealand Plant Protection. These are made to
the papers that are available on the website
(www.nzpps.org). A hardcopy “Errata List” is not
printed, apart from in the December issue of the
New Zealand Plant Protection Society
newsletter. If in doubt about the contents of a
printed paper – remember that the website
always has the most recent version of a paper.
 p. 30 – a new version of Figure 1a has been
added – this contains a line to indicate the
values for the Controls.
 p. 57 – ml changed to g on six occasions.
 p. 214 – “>” changed to :<” in the first line of
the Abstract.
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Awards and
Prizes
Scholarship Recipients
New Zealand Plant Protection
Society Research Scholarship
Our congratulations to this year’s recipients
Blessy Pathrose and Damien Bienkowskis!
Both recipients are currently PhD students at
Lincoln University. Blessy is part of the Plant
Pathology Group and Damian is a member of
the Bio-Protection Research Centre.
The committee was very pleased with the high
standard of applications received and the two
recipients are making excellent contributions to
the plant protection discipline. We wish them
well for their future careers.
Blessy’s research is focused on black foot
disease caused by the pathogen Cylindrocarpon
spp. that is a significant problem in the
viticulture industry. Her project integrates
biotechnology and traditional plant pathology to
investigate the sub-species variation present in
the pathogen population. Her project will provide
information on the distribution of the pathogens,
the infection process, susceptibility of rootstock
varieties and the genetic diversity of the
pathogen population. She is supervised by Drs
Hayley Ridgway, Eirian Jones and Marlene
Jaspers.
Damian’s project aims to identify potential
microbial biological control agents that can
suppress Rhizoctonia diseases of potato. His
project will examine the mode(s) of action and
physical limitations of the suppressive microorganisms. The overall goal of his research is to
provide valuable alternatives to synthetic
pesticide chemicals for control of Rhizoctonia
diseases. He is supervised by Prof. Allison
Stewart, Prof Richard Falloon and Mark
Braithwaite.

Dan Watkins Scholarship in Weed
Science
The recipient of this year’s award is Ross
Meffin, a PhD student at Lincoln University.
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Ross’s research is entitled “Intraspecific
variation as a source of potential weeds”. His
research focuses on the genus Brassica as a
model system to understand the role that
intraspecific variation in weed traits, such as,
fecundity, tolerance of environmental stresses
and resistance to herbivory or herbicides can
play in weed establishment. The results from
this work may redefine the way in which risk
assessment of weeds is undertaken. He is
supervised by Profs Philip Hulme and Richard
Duncan.

Reminder
Applications for the 2011 New Zealand Plant
Protection Society Research Scholarship
and the Dan Watkins Scholarship in Weed
Science are due by 1st October. Scholarship
applications from students registered at a
university or other recognised New Zealand
tertiary institutions will be considered.

The Emerging
Presenter Award
This was the fifth year that the “Emerging
Presenters” award has been made. Although it
must be the first time the speakers have
presented a paper at the New Zealand Plant
Protection Society conference, they may have
presented a limited number of times in other
conferences, and thus the contestants will
mainly encompass students, technical staff and
new scientists. The award is judged by three
Executive Committee members and is based on
three main criteria: content, delivery and the
ability to answer questions.
This year the competition was very tough, with
ten contestants presenting topics ranging from
termite eradication to black scurf of potatoes. All
of the presentations were made to a high
standard, but Gareth Hill was the unanimous
winner with an excellent explanation of the tool
he has helped to develop for assessing botrytis
bunch rot of grapes. Despite the research
containing
mathematical
equations
and
statistical modelling, Gareth managed to both
entertain and inform the audience during his
presentation. Gareth’s Powerpoint slides were
very well designed and effectively conveyed his
message. Gareth had obviously prepared well
for his presentation and answered questions
clearly. Well done Gareth – we hope to see you
back at the NZPPS conference again soon.
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Update –

The 17th Australasian Weeds conference was
held in Christchurch from 26-30 September
2010, just 3 weeks after the major earthquake.
Not only was the earthquake and aftershocks a
first for the conference but this one was the first
to be held outside Australia and the first to bear
the title Australasian as the previous 16 were all
Australian conferences.
The conference was attended by just over 200
weed control specialists and professionals from
11 different countries although about half the
delegates came from Australia. Over 100 oral
papers and 30 poster papers were presented
over 3 days.
The fourth day was dedicated to field trips. With
sessions on biocontrol, arable weeds,
environmental weeds, naturalisation rates,
pastoral weeds, new techniques, forestry and
aquatic weeds there was something for
everyone and conference evaluations comment
positively on the value of the conference.
Conference proceedings are available from
http://www.mwpress.co.nz/store/viewItem.asp?i
dProduct=939 and individual papers are
available at http://www.caws.org.au/.

CAWS Medal
Another highlight of the conference was the
presentation of the prestigious CAWS Medal to
a New Zealand recipient. The very worthy
winner was Jack Craw of Auckland Regional
Council. Jack has a distinguished career fighting
weeds in both New Zealand and Australia and
was a popular winner.

Jack Craw receiving the CAWS Medal
from the President of CAWS Sandy
Lloyd
New Zealand Plant Protection Society Inc. www.nzpps.org.nz

CAWS Most
Weed-Wise
Nursery in New
Zealand
Our congratulations to Julia Colgan and Tom
Lindesay of KeriKeri Plant Production

Julia and Tom of KeriKeri Plant Production
receiving the award for most weed-wise nursery
from former NZPPS president Trevor James
With more than 20 years experience Julia and
Tom, the owner operators of KeriKeri Plant
Production, have again demonstrated their
commitment to a “zero tolerance” of weeds.
Their nursery supplies a niche market in native
plants and a small selection of exotic tree
species to both wholesale and retail customers.
They make a conscious effort to avoid the
propagation and distribution of plant species
that may become invasive and are active in
educating their customers on plants that have
the potential to become problematic in
Northland conditions.
They make considerable effort to supply stock
that is biologically diverse by including many
rare and endangered species. With respect to
weeds their company has vigilant quality control
systems. This includes incorporating Ronstar®
as a weed suppressant, spraying gravel areas
with glyphosate, checking all retail stock at point
of sale, weekly hand weeding and burning of
any dead plant matter.
They are strong advocates for the planting of
natives through their work with schools,
community groups and gardening clubs. They
have contributed plants to the Small Town
Beautification scheme run by the Far North
District Council and have supported the Paper
for Trees scheme which rewards the recycling
efforts of schools.
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Nominate a nursery –

George Mason Charitable Trust, to aid students
in their studies.

The Council of Australasian Weed Societies
(CAWS) presents this annual award to
recognise the most weed-wise plant nurseries in
New Zealand and Australia. The award
acknowledges nurseries who pro-actively
educate the public about plants that pose
environmental risks by escaping from gardens
to threaten native plants, wildlife and
environments.

As a formulation specialist, George knew or
found out how to get the best out of pesticides.
George’s other forte was wood preservation,
and area where he holds many patents and has
been trying to lead the industry away from
arsenic based preservatives.

Winners receive a certificate, and the two overall winners for New Zealand and Australia
receive a trophy. All winners will be publicised
through their local media.

Nominations for the New Zealand Plant
Protection medal close on 1 July each year. If
you would like to honour someone who has
made an exceptional contribution to plant
protection in the widest sense, consider
nominating them for this medal. The medal is
awarded for outstanding services to plant
protection,
whether
through
research,
education, implementation or leadership.

Nominations for the New Zealand award should
be
sent
to
the
NZPPS
Secretary
(secretary@nzpps.org) by 30 April each year.
Winners will be decided by 31 May, and
announced in June.

New Zealand
Plant Protection
Medal
Our congratulations to this year’s
recipient Dr George Mason.
During the 63rd New Zealand Plant Protection
Conference in New Plymouth the 2010 New
Zealand Plant Protection Medal was awarded to
Dr George Mason in recognition of the immense
contribution he has made to plant protection in a
career of more than 56 years in the
agrichemical business.
George was the Chief Research Officer of Ivon
Watkins in 1960. From then until 1986 Ivon
Watkins Limited morphed into Ivon WatkinsDow and George’s job title changed along with
it, but he remained committed to developing
herbicides and pesticides useful to the New
Zealand market. In 1988 George became the
Co-owner and Director of Taranaki Nuchem
Limited (now Zelam).
George is an active member in eleven
professional bodies. He is passionate about
helping fund the training of new scientists, which
he has facilitated by setting up various
scholarships and other funds e.g. the Dan
Watkins Scholarship in Weed Science and the
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Nominations

Criteria:
- Nominees do not necessarily have to be
members of New Zealand Plant Protection
Society. However, those nominating anyone
MUST be a member of the New Zealand
Plant Protection Society
- Each nomination must include a seconder,
who should also be a member of New
Zealand Plant Protection Society.
- Nominees would normally be expected to be
living in New Zealand, but people living
overseas with strong New Zealand
connections will also be eligible.
Nominations for the New Zealand Plant
Protection Medal will be evaluated on a caseby-case basis by the President, Past-President
and one other Executive Committee member of
the New Zealand Plant Protection Society. The
medal may not be awarded if no suitable
nominations are received. The medal will be
presented at the annual conference in August.
Please spend time on your nomination as a
quality nomination provides the judges with
better information to make this important
decision!
Nomination forms can be downloaded from
the website, www.nzpps.org. Please send
nominations to the Secretary, New Zealand
Plant Protection Society, Private Bag 4749,
Christchurch 8140, NZ.
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Ad for Ads
Members of the NZPPS represent a broad
group of individuals and companies interested in
furthering plant protection research. If you are
interested in placing an advert to reach our
membership then please read the advertising
guidelines below. Advertisements can be sent to
the secretary (secretary@nzpps.org).

FREE TO SUITABLE SHELF --- Entomology
Proceedings
If anyone would like a pristine copy of the
Proceedings of the 6th Australasian Conference
of Grassland Invertebrate Ecology, held in 1993,
please contact Pip Gerard.
pip.gerard@agresearch.co.nz

NZPPS Newsletter Advertising
Policy
Scope:
To outline the requirements and policy for
allowing individuals or organisations to advertise
for direct commercial gain in the NZPPSoc
newsletter. It does not cover notifications for
non commercial items such as scholarships,
post doc fellowships or voluntary positions.
Rationale:
To provide an opportunity for members to
communicate advertisements to other members.
Requirements:
1. Maximum size of 52 cm2 (e.g. 80 [w] × 65 [d]
mm).
2. The purchase of more than one 52 cm2 for a
single advertisement is at the discretion of
the Exec Committee.
3. Advertisers must be fully paid individual or
corporate members at the time of the
publication.
4. Advertisements must fit the overall needs
and aims of the membership.
5. Advertisements cannot contravene any other
policies or constitution of the society.
6. Advertisements should be received by the
end of the month preceding (30th April or 31st
Nov.) the month the newsletter is published.
7. Cost: $50 per add space (52 cm2) per issue.
Payable upon receipt of invoice.
8. Final decision on inclusion qualification and
content rests with the newsletter editor acting
for the NZPPS Executive Committee.

New Zealand Plant Protection Society Inc. www.nzpps.org.nz
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BOOKS FOR SALE
Two new titles are available this year –


An Illustrated Guide to Common Weeds
of New Zealand Third Edition



Microbial Products: Exploiting Microbial
Diversity for Sustainable Plant
Production

NZPPS Title

Date

$

An Illustrated Guide to Common 2010
Weeds of NZ (3rd edition)

$ 59.99

Microbial Products: Exploiting
Microbial Diversity for
Sustainable Plant Production
(The 2009 pre-conference
symposium proceedings)

$ 39.95

2010

New Book –
Limited copies
so be quick!!

Surveillance for Biosecurity:
2008
pre-border to pest management

$ 39.95

Future challenges in crop
protection: repositioning New
Zealand’s primary industries for
the future

2008

$ 39.95

Pesticide resistance: prevention 2005
and management strategies
2005

$ 39.50

Defending the green oasis: New 2003
Zealand biosecurity and
science

$ 35.00

Plant protection challenges in
organic production

2001

$ 30.00

Managing urban weeds and
pests

2000

$ 40.00

Plant Protection: Costs,
1993
Benefits and Trade Implications

$ 39.00

All publications, as well as back issues of New
Zealand Plant Protection and most Conference
Proceeding, are available from: Manaaki
Whenua Press, PO Box 40, Lincoln,
Canterbury, New Zealand
(MWPress@landcareresearch.co.nz).

Note- New Zealand Plant Protection Society
members receive a discount provided they
identify themselves as members at the time
of ordering.
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Microbial
Products:
Exploiting
Microbial
Diversity
Sustainable Plant Production

for

Edited by: S M Zydenbos & T A Jackson
(2010)
ISBN 9780473165314
Microbes and their metabolites are poised to
play an increasingly important role in agricultural
systems as plant protection and growth
promotion agents. The impetus for change has
been driven by consumer and market demands
for products with “no-detectable” chemical
residues and minimal environmental impacts.
These goals can be achieved by harnessing
naturally occurring micro-organisms to provide
beneficial services of value to agriculture and
other industries.
An international symposium entitled “Microbial
Products: Exploiting Microbial Diversity for
Sustainable Plant Production” was held in
Dunedin, New Zealand, to investigate the
development, production and marketing of
microbial products. The symposium speakers
came from four continents, and a wide variety of
topics was covered, including biocontrol of
insects,
nematodes
and
diseases,
bioherbicides, bioremediation and plant growth
promotion.
This book presents the papers written by the
speakers and provides insights into the
selection of effective strains, production and
formulation of the microbes, delivery and
application to the targets, regulatory issues and
steps for successful commercialisation of
microbial products. It will be a particularly
valuable source of information for both
researchers
and
companies
developing
microbial products anywhere in the world.
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“Tot ziens”

Dear colleagues
The time has come to retire from insects
and
mites.
As
a
former
(tropical)
horticulturist I got bug fever in the tropics
and with the help of the “real” entomologists
I managed to be happy in my work for 28
years in New Zealand.
From a rather
boring time in 1983 with the main focus on
leaf rollers in fruit crops, nowadays we see
the “daily” arrival of new insect species,
making
work
comparable
with
the
Netherlands when I left the integrated pest
control there.
Thanks to all of you who helped me in my
research which covered so many different
insects and mite problems. If I would
mention a few names it would not do credit
to all the other former colleagues. I can
retire happily with the knowledge that you
dare to start to dance now yourself at the
Conferences. Thanks Pip for always willing
to stretch the legs on the dance floor with
me.
Regards and best wishes for your future.
Kees van Epenhuijsen
(Plant & Food, Palmerston North).
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Hoe Down 2010 – Just to prove there is a little “country” in all of us!
A big thank you to the social committee for organising the event
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NZPPS Sustaining Members
AgResearch Limited
Agronica New Zealand Ltd
BASF New Zealand Limited
Bayer CropScience
Department of Conservation
Dow AgroSciences Ltd
Elliott Technologies
Foundation for Arable Research
Horticulture New Zealand
Landcare Research
MAF Biosecurity New Zealand
NIWA
Nufarm NZ Limited
Orion Crop Protection
Peracto NZ Ltd
PGG Wrightson
Pipfruit New Zealand Inc.
Plant & Food Research
Plant Protection Chemistry NZ
SCION
Syngenta Crop Protection Limited
Zelam Limited
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